
 

 

What is aura photography? 
An aura camera has biofeedback sensors that you place your hands on while the picture is 
being taken.  The sensors gather information about your electromagnetic fields and then 
convert the frequencies to colors.  These colors are then superimposed onto the Polaroid 
picture of you as it is taken, resulting in a beautiful picture of you with your aura! 
The color and shape of your aura can change with your emotions, moods, and experiences, 
and it can also be viewed as a snapshot of your current spiritual well-being.  You can also see 
spirit guides, loved ones who are guiding you and what is coming your way. 

 

$25 
Includes an interpretation with your photo  

Venue:  
Spirit Quest  

303 Main Street Spring (Ole Town Spring) TX 77373 
Call 214-718-9941 to Schedule Your Slot 

Or Email joykauf@msn.com 
 

July 20th and July 21st from 12-6PM  
 

Joy Kauf – is the founder of the Miracles of Joy Spiritual Center, a Mecca for healings, readings and esoteric 
studies in the Dallas area.  Joy is a Master Teacher of Galactic Healing.  She brings great passion to her work 
being a channel of Native American, Ascended Masters, Ancient Egyptian energies, and is a willing vessel for 
all frequencies who want to merge and bring wisdom.  She has dedicated her life with helping others connect 
with the Divine and find their highest calling for the world.  Joy is also certified as an Advanced Theta Practitioner, 
as well as a Certified Reiki Master Teacher. To find out more go to www.joykauf.com 

                

The right side indicates one's expressive, active or masculine side, the personality one projects outward (how other 
people see us). This part of the picture also represents the recent past. If there is no color, or a “hole”, so to speak, this 
may indicate a loss of some sort, perhaps a wish to “let go”, a recent move, or a profound personal transformation. 



 

 
The left side indicates one’s feminine, receptive, or feeling side, the part of the personality that receives, feels, accepts, 
and imagines. The color in this position is also indicative of what one is creating for him/herself in the near future. If there 
is an abundance of color here, the person may be focusing most of their attention in the future. If there is a lack of color 
here, the person may be dwelling on past memories and events. 

The center of the image above the person’s head indicates what the person is experiencing in the present moment. If 
there is a band of color stretching like an arc over the top, this indicates what the person’s hopes, goals, and aspirations 
are. For example, an indigo blue arc may indicate that the person’s highest aspirations may be spiritual. A red arc would 
indicate more physical, monetary or business goals. 

Auras that expand outward indicate high energy, expressiveness, extroversion, social activity, desire for connection, 
positive outlook, and a sense of adventure. An expanding aura can also indicate spiritual expansion. 

Auras closer in show an affinity for inward focus, sensitivity, desire for solitude, meditation, peace, tranquility, or 
rest. This could mean a need to express or move out. 

Aura Colors 

***Please note that these colors and definitions do not necessarily apply to children*** 

Remember 

Every color has its unique qualities and purposes. Imagine a color wheel. Each color is a location on the wheel. No color 
is better than any other color. Each has its own inherent lessons, its positive and challenging traits. 

Remember, there are no bad colors! 


